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Press Information

‘Bring Upon The Rising Day’ is the new EP from Bristol-based progressive metal band Endeavour, 
featuring three new slabs of the bands best offerings, taking their “aggressive-meets-progressive” 
approach new heights. It is also their first recording to feature new drummer Jake Stone.

The EP starts off with the streamlined, melodic but ballsy “Denied, Defined, Defied” with its sing 
along Chorus and catchy riffs. It moves into prog world on “Death In Lies” which is full of technical 
turn arounds and the most virtuosic playing on an Endeavour track so far. The EP closes with the 
13 minute title track which sees the band breaking new ground: at times the track displays the 
heaviest and most aggressive music the band has written, but also expresses very vulnerable and 
raw emotion, the message of the song being about fighting and overcoming depression and 
anxiety, leading Endeavour to finding their voice in the UK metal scene.

Limited to first 100 copies is their cover of Alice In Chains classic “Them Bones” which has been 
very popular in their live set for the last year.

The drums were recorded by Kevin Peters at Anemic Studios, mixing and mastering was handled 
by Stephen Platt of Manchester progressive metallers Collibus, and artwork and layout was done 
by Andy Pilkington of Very Metal Art. All other production was handled by the band.

The EP is available on all major digital platforms (Spotify, iTunes, Google Play) was well as via 
their online store: www.endeavourmetal.bigcartel.com

Please check out the following links where you’ll find audio, video, press releases and more 
information about Endeavour, and please contact the band via email if you are interested in 
reviews, interviews us etc.

Links:
• www.facebook.com/EndeavourMetal
• www.twitter.com/EndeavourMetal
• www.youtube.com/EndeavourTV
• www.soundcloud.com/EndeavourMetal
• www.endeavourmetal.bandcamp.com
• www.endeavourmetal.bigcartel.com

Contact:
• Email: endeavourprogband@gmail.com


